RANDALL PACKER 2: Greetings everyone!

RANDALL PACKER: Please feel free to use the chat room until we startup in one hour.

Charlotte Webb: Greetings!

Lonce Wyse: HI Randall - You already have an audience!

Charlotte Webb: Very excited to be participating in this

RANDALL PACKER: Yes, we do! It's great to see our virtual audience coming in.

RANDALL PACKER: We are still getting ready until we start in one hour at 6pm Singapore Time.

Roddy Hunter: Greetings Ruth and Marc, greetings all!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hi everyone ;-) 

RANDALL PACKER 2: sound works on the lobby

guest: Waving hi, Cathryn Hrudicka here from Berkeley, Calif. I have to go to sleep now, but will rejoin you when I can!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hi there... -

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Thanks for coming everyone -- this is an experiment... you may guessed ;-) 

RANDALL PACKER 2: is not changing here

T.L. Ewé: Citizen Zombie, good call!

guest: Will the program be archived, or parts of it?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes it will be archived

Roddy Hunter: love your library, would be to good to have the FF reader/bibliography

ken: ni hao
Ciao!!

Becca Savory: hiya...!

eyesee: hello

Phyllis: good morning from DC!

Roddy Hunter: hi, good morning from Cardiff

Phyllis: Wow!

Joumana Mourad: You look lovely

Joana Moll: Hola!

guest: I was unable to log in as me, so I am here as a guest. I’m not really anonymous, but I will be sleeping soon. CathrynHrudicka

Alexandra Ross: Hello all. it's noon here in Cape Town. This is a great format. Looking forward.

RANDALL PACKER 2: sup guys.

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Yo Joana!

Phyllis: I loved the book reviews - thanks!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hello annie!!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hello Charlotte!

anniea: hi

Phyllis: Hey Vibeke

Helen Varley Jamieson: hello :)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: hey helen

Helen Varley Jamieson: hi annie!! :)

Phyllis: Washington, DC - it's 6:00 am

Helen Varley Jamieson: munich, germany
d0/\!/!: Napoli, Italy

guest: Cathryn Hrudicka, from Berkeley, Calif., U.S.A.

eyesee: ausburg, germany

Roddy Hunter: Cardiff, Wales / Caerdydd, Cymru

T.L. Ewé: Copenhagen, Denmark

Alexandra Ross: Michaelis School of Fine Art, university of cape town.

Seth Thompson: Hi, I am Seth Thompson. I live in the United Arab Emirates

Joana Moll: Barcelona!

Helen Varley Jamieson: hi martin! :)

Juergen Trautwein: san francisco

Becca Savory: Hey, I’m from the UK but currently in Bangalore

anniea: montpellier, france

eyesee: hi helen! :)

Guest 2: Jack Stenner, Xanadu (Gainesville, FL)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Juergen :-)

Martin Slawig: Martin Slawig, i am in Braunschweig, Germany

Josephine: Good morning all. Which artists will Marc and Ruth interview?

Juergen Trautwein: hi ruth and marc

Helen Varley Jamieson: they will interview Nick Briz, Joseph Chiocchi, Helen Varley Jamieson, Maxime Marion, Juergen Trautwein, Joana Moll

eva sjuve: hi all. this is great! in UK most of the time.

Josephine: Thanks Helen

Charlotte Webb: pETERp - hi from Charlotte @ UAL :)
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Eva ;-) 
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Josephine ;-) 
Myriam Solar: Hi Ruth, Marc and Randall, hi, Madrid 12.06 
Charlotte Webb: Hi Ruth and Marc! 
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Myriam ;-) 
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Charlotte ;-) 
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Martin ;-) 
Paul Smith: Sydney(ish), Australia 
Helen Varley Jamieson: woohoo! 
Helen Varley Jamieson: sounds great :) 
guest: I love Bali and Singapore! Would love any excuse to visit again. --Cathryn Hrudicka 
Juergen Trautwein: coool 
Joana Moll: wooow! 
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: we have arrived! 
Phyllis: nice! 
Maxime Mariom: Hi all :) 
mariza: Hi all! 
Phyllis: applause! 
Helen Varley Jamieson: lol 
Gabry: Hi everyone! :) 
edna: hi everyone im from Colombia 
Helen Varley Jamieson: hola :) 
miyo: Hell-o
Charlotte Webb: Yeah, what happens to 'the conference dinner’ in an online symposium...

Helen Varley Jamieson: don't forget about the CyPosium, ruth :)

anniea: http://linkeditions.tumblr.com/cyposium Cyposium the book

Roddy Hunter: What would Guy Debord have made of Adobe Connect: 'while any genuinely experimental attitude is usable, that word has very often been misused in the attempt to justify artistic actions within an already-existing structure. The only valid experimental proceeding is based on the accurate critique of existing conditions and the deliberate supersession of them. It must be understood once and for all that something that is only a personal expression within a framework created by others cannot be termed a creation. Creation is not the arrangement of objects and forms, it is the invention of new laws on such arrangement.'

Charlotte Webb: Yes, issue of proprietary software mirrors broader discussions about the 'trade offs' we make when engaging with platforms like FB etc

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great debate1-)

Helen Varley Jamieson: marc - it's hard to drink tea with a headset on isn't it! :D

Joumana Mourad: hahaha

Roddy Hunter: is it still possible to submit work for the #netartizens open exhibition?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: i know
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guest: I love Bali and Singapore! Would love any excuse to visit again. --Cathryn Hrudicka

Juergen Trautwein: coool

Joana Moll: wooow!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: we have arrived!

Phyllis: nice!
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mariza: Hi all!

Phyllis: applause!

Helen Varley Jamieson: lol
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edna: hi everyone im from Colombia
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Charlotte Webb: Yeah, what happens to 'the conference dinner' in an online symposium...

Helen Varley Jamieson: don't forget about the CyPosium, ruth :) 

anniea: http://linkeditedions.tumblr.com/cyposium Cyposium the book

Roddy Hunter: What would Guy Debord have made of Adobe Connect: 'while any genuinely experimental attitude is usable, that word has very often been misused in the attempt to justify artistic actions within an already-existing structure. The only valid experimental proceeding is based on the accurate critique of existing conditions and the deliberate supersession of them. It must be understood once and for all that something that is only a personal expression within a framework created by others cannot be termed a creation. Creation is not the arrangement of objects and forms, it is the invention of new laws on such arrangement.'

Charlotte Webb: Yes, issue of proprietary software mirrors broader discussions about the 'trade offs' we make when engaging with platforms like FB etc
FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: great debate1-)

Helen Varley Jamieson: marc - it's hard to drink tea with a headset on isn't it! :D

Joumana Mourad: hahaha

Roddy Hunter: is it still possible to submit work for the #netartizens open exhibition?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: i know

Joumana Mourad: Helen nice to e-meet you!

Helen Varley Jamieson: :)

Charlotte Webb: V interesting - I'm always trying to grapple with the 'how much coding should I be able to do to legitimately think of myself as an artists working with the web' question...

Charlotte Webb: it's a balance between techno-centrism and being able to 'change the tyre on the car'

JL: Hi :) 

JL: Greetings...from Pancevo, Serbia :) 

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi JL ;-)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Seth ;-) 

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Mariza ;-) 

Roddy Hunter: Will 'network management' lead to 'network managerliasm'?

Roddy Hunter: *managerialism*

anniea: hi Maxime

Helen Varley Jamieson: zdravo jelena ;)

JL: Hi, It’s wonderful to see you Helen, look forward to your performance

JL: :)
yjguyjhlk: Surely network management has been around since, at least, the height of the BBS. So it's probably more of a question of when it *did* happen, and not when it *will* happen.

Helen Varley Jamieson: thanks jelena :)

Maxime Mariom: copie_copains-club.net

Maxime Mariom: copie-copains-club.net

Roddy Hunter: thanks, yjguyjhlk. Interested in corporate concepts of 'management' and 'leadership'. If there will be network 'managerialism' is it also worth thinking about 'network leadership'?

anniea: http://copie-copains-club.net/

Helen Varley Jamieson: merci maxime :)

Maxime Mariom: thank you :) 

Maxime Mariom: CCC is open to everybody by the way, please join ;)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Thankyou Maxime ;-)

catrina: hi

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Catrina ;-) 

Roddy Hunter: found Jurgen's link, just found my way back. Fantastic work!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: regarding networked management -- Marc was on Cybercafe bbs as sysop late 8s erly 90s

Roddy Hunter: do you get what I mean about the difference between 'management' and 'managerialism' as neoliberal discourse?

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: yes

Gretta Louw: da sein translation as exercising being - just lovely, never considered it like that before

Helen Varley Jamieson: diana is one of the students for the performance

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Hi Gretta ;-)
Helen Varley Jamieson: they will start to appear in the presenters window because they have a half-hour call :)

Gretta Louw: hey! :)

Helen Varley Jamieson: hi gretta :)

Gretta Louw: where is Juergen based?

Gretta Louw: hey Helen, I was watching you before, nice work!

Helen Varley Jamieson: i think he said san fransisco

Helen Varley Jamieson: thanks :) 

Helen Varley Jamieson: thanks jürgen :)

Gretta Louw: what is the twitter handle of Juergen's work that was just being discussed?

Juergen Trautwein: @jtwinedotcom

Gretta Louw: thanks Juergen, just followed

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Much thanks Juergen -- nice to meet & chat ;-) 

Gretta Louw: It’s interesting how the changes to design in Twitter feed modify your 'digital flip book' Juergen, right? The way they are now highlighting some tweets that are more popular

Juergen Trautwein: thanks marc and ruth it was nice to meet you :) 

Juergen Trautwein: thanks gretta

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: ;-)})

Juergen Trautwein: yes, i did prefer it with not being highlighted

Gretta Louw: YES, always love it when people mention the materiality of the net

Helen Varley Jamieson: we’re hearing it now too ...

anniea: how much are we emitting together now ?

Helen Varley Jamieson: good question ..
Gretta Louw: much less than google I’d imagine

Gretta Louw: ;)

Helen Varley Jamieson: yep

Gretta Louw: (hi Annie!)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: AZ Move and get shot

Helen Varley Jamieson: hi to eugenio! ;)

anniea: nice Joanna

Roddy Hunter: Great work from all presenters, well curated FF!

Helen Varley Jamieson: gracias joanna :)

eva sjuve: Good work Joana!

Maxime Mariom: thanks joana

Joana Moll: Thanks u! ;)

Maxime Mariom: great work

Joana Moll: thanks!

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Thank you --- Joanna --- chat & again soon ;-) 

Joana Moll: Thank you both! a pleasure ;)

Rich: 3 video feeds at once is too much for my pitiful bandwidth :S

Alexandra Ross: Not just a wonderful opp to hear presentations from many locations, but exposure to such diverse practices. Inspired on so many levels.

Alexandra Ross: feel it’s the start of something really special - collaboratively speaking

Helen Varley Jamieson: i’m watching the clock!! ;)

Gretta Louw: yep, loved the Glitch codec tutorials, Nick
anniea: break a digit Helen

Helen Varley Jamieson: merci annie! :)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Yes it is Alexandra ;-) 

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: Lol Annie...

Gretta Louw: blindfolds is a good metaphor

Helen Varley Jamieson: yes

anniea: I agree, would like to have a weekly programm by Marc and Ruth

Helen Varley Jamieson: great idea :) 

Gretta Louw: would be wonderful Annie!

Helen Varley Jamieson: it's not like they're doing anything else with their time ...

Helen Varley Jamieson: ;)

FURTHERFIELD Ruth Catlow & Marc Garrett: funny Helen ;;;-)

Helen Varley Jamieson: :)

JL: :)

Helen Varley Jamieson: it's 1.23!

Gretta Louw: yes, to build bridges between tech expertise and broader users of/ participants in digital culture is an important role of art

d0/\/\Barra: thanks to you guys

Roddy Hunter: waves back to FF

pekollik: Thanks

Helen Varley Jamieson: thanks very much ruth & marc!!

Helen Varley Jamieson: & nick & joe :)

JL: Thanks to you :)

Maxime Mariom: thanks nick and joseph :)
Joana Moll: thanks to all it was really interesting!

Helen Varley Jamieson: i can segue into the preshow screen

Helen Varley Jamieson: i am ready!